Proximal femoral focal deficiency of the fetus – early 3D/4D prenatal ultrasound diagnosis.
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Abstract

Proximal Femoral Focal Deficiency (PFFD) is a rare congenital syndrome of unknown etiology. Additional disorders can be present up to 70% of PFFD cases. Management (including termination) depends on the severity of the malformation. We present a case of a 32-year-old woman referred for routine ultrasound examination in the 12th week of pregnancy. Detailed 3D/4D evaluation revealed asymmetry of lower limbs and diagnosis of isolated PFFD was established. Parents were fully informed and decided to continue the pregnancy. We stress here the importance of early 3D/4D ultrasound diagnosis. Our paper presents the earliest case where the diagnosis of PFFD was established with 3D/4D ultrasound.
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Introduction

Proximal Femoral Focal Deficiency (PFFD) is a rare congenital syndrome occurring in 1 out of 50 000-200 000 individuals [1]. It is a complex and challenging problem - due to the impaired development of the proximal part of the femur in the trochanteric region, the entire limb is shortened. Also biomechanical disorders (i.e. impaired rotation) are observed. There are also some other long bone malformations associated with PFFD, the most common being fibular hypoplasia (up to 70% cases). Although there are no chromosomal aberrations observed [2]. Management (including pregnancy termination) depends on the severity of the malformation.

Case report

A 32 year old patient (gravida 3, para 2) was referred in the 12th week of pregnancy due to the significant asymmetry of fetal lower limbs detected in an obstetric US examination. No family history or risk factors were present. Detailed ultrasound in the 12th week revealed asymmetry of lower limbs - left femur length (FL) 15.4 mm while right only 4.6 mm. Difference in the limbs length was displayed using trans-vaginal 2D, 3D and 4D projection (fig 1a-b). Parents were fully informed right after this examination and decided to continue the pregnancy. Follow up examination (24th week) confirmed asymmetry of left and right femoral bones (45mm and 17 mm respectively) (fig 1c). Mobility of the right limb was limited to the lower leg. Other parts of the fetus body (such as pelvis, thorax and skull) were without any abnormalities and biometric parameters such as biparietal diameter (BPD), head circumference (HC) and abdominal circumference (AC) were within normal range of values. No abnormalities were present in the right, nor in the left foot. PFFD was diagnosed and followed by a series of ultrasound examinations, which did not reveal any other skeletal malformations. Delivery by Cesarean Section was performed.
in the 38th week of pregnancy and a baby girl (2970 g / 53 cm) was born with Apgar score of 9. Diagnosis of isolated PFFD was confirmed. The child is 3 years old now (fig 1d), developing properly and presents normal activity by using a right extremity prosthesis.

**Discussions**

PFFD occurs in 0.5-2 out of every 100000 births, mostly (85-90%) as a unilateral type. [3] This is a rare congenital deformation of the trochanteric part of the femur, resulting in varying degrees of limb shortening. It can affect the head of the femur or/and acetabulum as well, causing article dysfunction, restricting movements and internal rotation of the limb [4] Etiology of this syndrome is not clearly known. Factors associated with improper embryonic bone development between the 4th and 6th weeks of pregnancy such as: hyperglycemia, medications (i.e. thalidomide), viral infection, ischemia or trauma are suspected. No genetic patterns associated with PFFD were detected, although family cases of this syndrome were reported. On the other hand there are more complex syndromes where femur hypoplasia is also observed and genetic mutations are found i.e. Fuhrmann syndrome (defects in WNT7A gene) causing multiple malformations of long bones, thorax and genitourinary anomalies.

Manifestation of PFFD depends on the grade of the femoral bone hypoplasia and requires an individual approach. There can be additional developmental disorders in up to 70% of PFFD cases, including fibular hemimelia (most common), congenital talipes equinovarus (CTEV), oligodactyly, tibia bone binding, absence of knee cruciate ligaments or patella, and spinal deformity. [2].

That is why the detection of a short femur should be followed by detailed visualization combined with an extended differential diagnosis to exclude other defects. Differential diagnosis of the PFFD consists of: Femur/Fibula/Ulna Complex (FFU) – confirmation of shortening of the femur, fibula and tibia; Femoral Dysplasia/Unusual Facies Syndrome (FH/UFS) – confirmation of bilateral femoral dysplasia, micrognathia, palatoschisis, nose shortening, medial cleft lengthened, thin upper lip, upper limbs movement restriction, and rarely genitourinary congenital disorders; and Al-Awadi/Raas-Rothschild Syndrome known also as Limb/Pelvis–Hypoplasia/Aplasia Syndrome (LPHA) – confirmation of complex upper and lower limbs malformations.

Summarizing, in order to diagnose PFFD, particularly anomalies of the fetus’s face and long bones need to be excluded. Detailed visualization obtained thanks to 3D and 4D options helps to eliminate complex congenital syndromes from differential diagnosis.

To the best of our knowledge the case reported herein is the earliest diagnosed PFFD syndrome detected with 3D/4D ultrasound, although we have to stress that 2D diagnosis of femur hypoplasia in first trimester (among other fetal problems ) had already been reported in 1992 by Bronstein and Deutsch [5].

There are some other papers reporting PFFD detected later during pregnancy (second trimester) with no follow up as most of those pregnancies were terminated [6,7,8].

Establishing early prenatal diagnosis of PFFD (especially its isolated form) helps to choose best management strategy. 3D and 4D options enable explaining the nature of the syndrome to parents as early as in the first trimester. It also helps to plan future rehabilitation as well as to select a proper way of prosthesis.
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